Body Sensor Networks for Health-care Monitoring:
Premises, Challenges and Prospective
Abstract: Advances in technology have led to development of various sensing,
computing and communication devices that can be woven into the physical environment
of our daily lives. Such systems enable on-body and mobile health-care monitoring, can
integrate information from different sources, and can initiate actions or trigger alarms
when needed. In this tutorial, we look at body sensor networks for health-care monitoring
from several perspectives: 1) system integration 2) sensor fabrication and 3) medical
applications. From system integration prospective, we describe the system architecture
and several signal processing schemes. We elaborate a number of important design
techniques that can be tightly coupled with the real-time signal processing, and may
enhance the system performance. We employ physical movement monitoring as our pilot
application to support the claims. From sensor integration prospective, we elaborate
several fabrication techniques that enable integration of electronics and wearable organic
materials on fabrics. From application prospective, we outline a variety of high-impact
clinical applications. Finally, we present our results, demonstrate the feasibility of our
proposed techniques and outline the future directions.
Intended Audience: Embedded system/CAD designers, Material scientists, and Medical
professions.
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